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Identifying Regional Trends in Avatar Customization
Peter Mawhorter , Sercan Şengün, Haewoon Kwak , and D. Fox Harrell

Abstract—Since virtual identities such as social media profiles
and avatars have become a common venue for self-expression, it
has become important to consider the ways in which existing sys-
tems embed the values of their designers. In order to design virtual
identity systems that reflect the needs and preferences of diverse
users, understanding how the virtual identity construction differs
between groups is important. This paper presents a new method-
ology that leverages deep learning and differential clustering for
comparative analysis of profile images, with a case study of almost
100 000 avatars from a large online community using a popular
avatar creation platform. We use novelty discovery to segment the
avatars, then cluster avatars by region to identify visual trends
among low- and high-novelty avatars. We find that avatar cus-
tomization correlates with increased social activity, and we are
able to identify distinct visual trends among the U.S.-region and
Japan-region profiles. Among these trends, realistic, idealistic, and
creative self-representation can be distinguished. We observe that
the realistic self-expression mirrors regional demographics, ideal-
istic self-expression reflects shared mass-media tropes, and creative
self-expression propagates within the communities.

Index Terms—Artificial neural networks, avatars, clustering al-
gorithms, cultural differences, data analysis, deep learning, image
processing, unsupervised learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

V IRTUAL identity images—ranging from avatars in
video games and virtual reality to social media profile

portraits—have been the subject of sustained research recently
because of their central role in identity construction both on
social networks and in online video games. Research such as
[1] has underscored that “Avatars in virtual worlds and social
media can impact people’s self-perception in the real world and
provide proxies for people to engage in communities as players,
learners, and doers.” Composed of images as well as text and
other data, virtual identities become blended as users project
their preferences and values onto their creations, up to the lim-
its imposed by the sociotechnical affordances of the underlying
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Fig. 1. Default male Mii avatar (left), and a Mii customized to look like a
specific fictional character (right). Note the cartoonish style and diverse facial
features available.

systems [2]. In any such system, one would expect different user
groups to customize their avatars differently. Quantifying those
preferences could help the designers to understand how virtual
identity systems can better support diverse users, as well as
potentially reveal information about the users themselves. Our
main research question is, thus, how can we quantify differences
in avatar image customization between groups?

To discover how different groups customize their avatars
differently, we use neural-network-based novelty detection to
segment avatar images according to their relative novelty (see
Fig. 2), and then identify differences in customization between
the groups of users by finding group-specific avatar clusters.
To demonstrate the value of this approach, we have applied it
to profiles from Nintendo’s Miiverse network (see Fig. 1) [3]
to identify differences in avatar customization between users
in the United States and in Japan. Among the resulting differ-
ences, customization based on the realistic, idealistic, and cre-
ative self-expression can be distinguished. We were also able to
find several interesting correlations between novelty and profile
information such as one’s number of friends or interest in cer-
tain genres. In particular, we assert that our novelty dimension,
which measures how well one avatar can be reproduced using
visual elements common among the entire set, can be used as a
rough proxy for the customization effort invested in that avatar,
which would corroborate existing work that links customization
and engagement (e.g., [4]–[7]).

In the following sections, we highlight important related work
that puts ours in context, describe our technical implementation
and statistical methodology, present our results, and discuss
them. For those interested in the technical details of our system,
those are described in Section III. Meanwhile, the details of the
relationships that we found are discussed in Section IV.

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Fig. 2. Low-novelty, medium-novelty, and high-novelty Miis (top) along with
their reconstructions by our network (bottom) and corresponding prenormal-
ization novelty values (units are per-pixel-channel root-mean-squared error of
each reconstruction in 255-value HSL). The left Mii is very close to the default
male Mii, while the center Mii is more novel in part because there are relatively
few female-presenting avatars in the dataset. Note how the network tries (and
fails) to reconstruct the high-novelty Mii from more typical facial features. The
images are shown at 48 × 48 pixels, the same resolution the network uses.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Deep Learning

Deep learning is a general term that describes machine learn-
ing architectures that learn hierarchical representations directly
from raw data [8]. In our work, the novelty analysis mecha-
nism passes images through a total of fourteen network layers
(hence “deep”) in order to produce both a 128-dimensional
compressed image encoding (an automatically learned abstract
representation) and a reconstruction attempt that is used to train
the network. This is only feasible because of recent advances in
network training that have made it much easier to train complex
networks and get sensible results from the process.

The roots of deep learning can be traced back to early mul-
tilayer networks from the 1980s and 1990s, including self-
organizing maps [9], [10], which led to the development of
convolutional neural networks [11]. The key problems, such
as regularization for sparse coding [12], had already been ad-
dressed by the turn of the millennium. However, the problem of
vanishing gradients was a challenge for these early multilayer
architectures, and limited processing power and data made train-
ing large networks difficult.

In 2006, Hinton and Salakhutdinov demonstrated that careful
weight selection and specific training regimes could be used
to effectively conquer the problem of vanishing gradients [13].
This breakthrough and other work in the 2000s (e.g., [14]) led
to a renaissance in neural network research and a barrage of
impressive results. The combination of increased training effi-
ciency and increasing computational power allowed for larger
networks and training sets (see [15] for a seminal example).
During this time a flurry of innovations reduced training times,
increased accuracy, and helped stave off various undesirable re-
sults, many of which we have made use of. In particular, our
system uses rectified linear units (ReLUs) [16] and AdaGrad
optimization [17]. We also use a stacked autoencoding archi-
tecture similar to that of Vincent et al. [18] (although we do

not incorporate denoising), and we use output normalization as
mentioned above [12].

B. Novelty Detection

Our use of an autoencoder network to rank the novelty of im-
ages is an extension of existing neural-network-based novelty
detection schemes [19], [20]. In particular, Sommer et al. [20]
apply a similar deep learning strategy to discover anomalous
phenotypes from microscope images of cells. An overview of
the literature on novelty detection [21] highlights one important
departure of our work in terms of perspective, however, while
novelty detection work is largely focused on separating “nor-
mal” from “abnormal” instances, it would be a mistake to view
some avatars as “more normal” than others. In fact, we find inter-
esting patterns among both low-novelty and high-novelty seg-
ments, and when graphing novelty-versus-image-count, there is
no clear point of division between the “normal” and “abnor-
mal” avatars. Following [19], we process novelty as a spectrum,
rather than a binary, and our findings show that analysis can
productively include all parts of the spectrum.

C. Neural Network Applications

Other applications of deep convolutional networks are also
relevant to our work. For example, Häkkinen’s use of neural
networks for exploring quantitative data prefigures our tech-
nique, although we are using a different kind of network and are
training on image data instead of coded experiment logs [22].
Another similar application is that of Vega Ezpeleta, who trained
a network to identify images of swastikas in profile avatars [23].
The main difference in our work is the use of an unsupervised
model, which does not require labeled training data and is thus
applicable with much less effort.

D. Virtual Identity

Analyzing virtual identity systems can reveal real-world
phenomena, because the users project their identities onto
their avatars. We use the term virtual identity within a broad
framework that includes social media accounts, video game
avatars, and user profiles on e-commerce websites. These virtual
identity systems typically mobilize a combination of numerical
attributes, images, and other data structures to represent an in-
dividual. Individuals, in return, often find ways of creatively
using the available options to enact their values, preferences,
and self-representations [24]. This process becomes especially
crucial for underrepresented communities if virtual identity sys-
tems generally fail to provide options to address their values and
cultural norms.

Existing research shows that virtual identities can affect one’s
behaviors and beliefs in the real world [1], [25]. Moreover,
avatars have considerable effects on the performance and en-
gagement of individuals in the virtual world [5], [26]–[29]. An-
alyzing avatar appearance can also reveal norms and stereotypes
around issues like body image, gender [30], [31], and other
aspects of social identity [32]–[34]. Digitally mediated self-
expression ultimately has important ramifications for cultural
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dynamics, including ethnic self-expression and the interactions
between ethnic groups in virtual spaces [35]–[37].

The availability of options such as gender [38], [39] and eth-
nicity [40], [41] that facilitate self-resemblance is also empiri-
cally linked to user performance in virtual environments. Studies
in nongame social networks have revealed links between avatar
appearance and both social network activity and connectivity,
mediated by personality traits such as extroversion or narcis-
sism [4]. Unsurprisingly, there appear to be social factors that
prompt users to engage in avatar creation or customization (see
the discussion section in [6], and [42, p. 192]).

E. Self-Representation

Our discovered categories of self-representation (realistic,
idealistic, and creative) are similar to those used in social psy-
chology to talk about self-conception, in particular the distinc-
tion between personal and collective identities (see, e.g., [43]
and [44]). However, the distinction that we make is not at the
level of personal psychology, but instead it is about how one
expresses one’s personality in a social setting. Through ethno-
graphic studies, Turkle makes a distinction between expressing
one’s real or idealized self and expressing an alternate identity
through role-playing [45]. A more fine-grained distinction is
made by Neustaedter and Fedorovskaya [46], which includes
a fourfold typology including “realistics,” “ideals,” “fantasies,”
and “roleplayers.” They highlight differences in relation to the
real-world self, number of identities, and identity continuity
among player groups, whereas we collapse the distinction be-
tween the realistic and idealistic self-expression to focus solely
on whether elements of real-world identity are present. We add
an additional category of creative self-expression to highlight
the difference between users who reproduce common aesthetics
and those who come up with their own. Of course, the most
virtual identities include aspects of all the three forms of self-
expression, but in our data we find many that emphasize just one.

F. Cognitive Categorization

In our analysis of exemplars from different subsets of our
data, we draw upon the ideas of prototype theory, as studied
empirically by Rosch [47], [48].1 Along with other more recent
work on categorization [49], [50], prototype theory has proved
a useful tool for understanding the virtual identities (see, e.g.,
[51] and [52]). In finding exemplars, we draw on prototype
theory to define them as instances which are both surrounded
by many other examples from the same group, and distant from
members of other groups (thus being central within their local
region). Of course, our computational approach uses our trained
network’s feature space to measure similarity, which may or
may not correspond to human judgements, but the relationship
to prototype theory is otherwise direct.

1Although research on categorization with indigenous populations including
the work of Rosch and others is problematic in its treatment of their cultures
and languages as “simpler” than Western counterparts (see e.g., [47, p. 331]),
we believe that the conclusions they draw remain informative.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Available Materials

For those interested in reproducing our experiment or us-
ing our techniques for other purposes, the source code for our
analysis is open source and is available at: https://github.com/
solsword/dewpoint (the fractionate.py script runs the
main analysis presented here). Although our dataset is not hosted
publicly due to potential privacy concerns, interested researchers
are encouraged to get in touch with the first author to explore
possibilities for collaboration or data sharing.

B. Data Source

Our data comes from Nintendo’s now-defunct Miiverse so-
cial network [3]. The Mii avatars are used across a variety of
Nintendo products, and their popularity (both in Japan and glob-
ally) is evident from e.g., the recent success of the Miitomo
smartphone app [53], [54]. The combination of a large interna-
tional user-base with highly customizable avatars makes Miis
perfect for contrasting avatar customization trends between dif-
ferent groups, such as users from the United States and from
Japan. Additionally, the Miiverse social network includes de-
tailed profile information such as self-reported expertise, genre
preferences, and social network stats, so we can find correla-
tions between avatar appearances and other features related to
social networking and user preferences.

We gathered more than 300 000 profiles from Miiverse, se-
lecting active users by finding people who had posted highly
rated levels on the Miiverse Super Mario Maker community
[55]. We selected users from the two largest countries on the
network (the United States and Japan, which are also two of the
largest game markets [56]). We chose Super Mario maker both
for its popularity [57] as well as for the way that its focus on
user-generated content helps build community. By finding pro-
files who had posted well-received levels, we ensured that all of
the profiles we gathered were visible and active within the com-
munity. After filtering for only Japanese and U.S. profiles, we
removed private accounts (whose friend counts and other social
data are hidden) to construct a dataset of 90 124 public profiles
(43 424 from the United States and 46 700 from Japan). Filtering
in this way biases our results toward more-active, more-engaged
users, which is intentional, although it does limit the scope of
our findings.

C. Data Acquisition and Preprocessing

The data for this analysis were scraped from Miiverse using
a custom web crawler on August 21, 2016. For each profile, we
collected public information including the profile name, per-
sonal information (country and birth date), social information
(friend count, following count, follower count, post count, and
“yeahs”2 count), and gaming profile information (skill level,
systems owned, and preferred genres). For this analysis, we fo-
cus on the country code, social information, and gaming profile

2“Yeahs,” akin to more well-known “likes,” indicate how many posts a user
has indicated their approval for.
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Fig. 3. Network structure used for rating image novelty. The image is encoded to a 128-value vector, which is then decoded to reconstruct the image. L1
regularization is applied to the image encoding during training.

information (besides systems owned). Note that the skill level
is user-selected from “Beginner,” “Intermediate,” and “Expert”
options, and that users could list up to three preferred gen-
res (many listed none) from the list: “Action,” “Adventure,”
“Fighting,” “Puzzle,” “Racing,” “RPG,” “Simulation,” “Sports,”
“Shooter,” “Board Game,” and “Music.” It is important to note
that there are mechanisms for copying Miis from other users,
and Miis can even be saved as a QR code that anyone can scan
to create a copy, so the construction of avatars itself can be a
social process.

Before we began processing, we first simplified the Mii im-
ages using the ImageMagick convert tool for batch process-
ing [58]. Each image was resized from 96 × 96 to 48 × 48
pixels, and the alpha channel was removed, resulting in a three-
channel image that was saved to disk in PNG format. During this
process a flat fully saturated magenta background (RGB: 255, 0,
255) was introduced; magenta was chosen because it was a very
rare color within the dataset, and it almost never appeared on the
borders of the avatars. This dimensionality reduction in terms
of resolution and channels greatly speeds up processing times
while retaining the human-recognizable features of the origi-
nal images. Most examples shown in this document are these
resized-and-framed images rather than the originals (apologies
for the amount of magenta that results).

For processing in python, we loaded the base data from
a single comma-separated value (CSV) file using the pandas
scientific data processing library [59]. The CSV file contained
image filenames in each row, which were loaded into mem-
ory only as-needed using the scikit-image library, which
was used along with matplotlib to produce figures [60],

[61]. The final image-processing step consisted of a color-space
transformation from the RGB space on disk into the HSL space.

For some of our analyses, we performed a log-transform on
the social variables (friends, following, followers, posts, and
yeahs) because we expected them to be roughly exponentially
distributed. To avoid the singularity at zero but retain its dis-
tinctiveness, we used y = log (x + 0.5), which for our integer
inputs resulted in negative values for zeros and positive values
for other numbers.

It is worth noting that even our sample of 90 000 items is large
enough to present some difficulty when using modern consumer
hardware. For example, a variety of analyses might want to built
a matrix of pairwise distances, but a 90 000 × 90 000 matrix of
floating point numbers would require 30 GB of memory, which
can be prohibitive. One of the advantages of our technique is
that we are able to load as little as a single image at a time during
both training and analysis so our method is extremely scalable.
In contrast to novelty assignment, our exemplar-identification
step does require pairwise distances as input, but for that we rely
on a limited neighborhood size to reduce memory requirements.

D. Network Setup

In order to construct our novelty metric, we employ a deep
convolutional neural network similar to the work of [18]. How-
ever, our network does not introduce extra noise for denoising,
because we actually want our network to over-fit on our training
data (“novelty” measures the network’s incomplete generaliz-
ability). We also train the network all-at-once instead of training
layer by layer, which works in large part due clever weight ini-
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tialization [16]. We set up the network using the keras library
in python, with the tensorflow backend [62], [63].

Fig. 3 shows the network structure we used, including two
convolutional layers with ReLU activation followed by max-
pooling, and three fully connected layers (also using ReLU
activation) to achieve a 128-dimensional encoding, which is
a fairly conventional setup (see, e.g., [64] and [65]). On this
encoding path, there are a total of 1 349 904 parameters. The
choice of 128 output units is arbitrary, but we felt that this gave
the network enough room to learn fairly complex representations
while still forcing it to achieve significant compression.

In our autoencoder setup, the decoding portion of the network
is a mirror image of the encoding part. To get back to a 48×
48×3 output shape, we use a final convolutional layer with 3
units and a 3 × 3 kernel, using a sigmoid activation function,
unlike the other layers. The full network in both directions has
a total of 2 704 291 parameters.

For training, we used a mean squared error loss function com-
puted between the input image and the reconstructed image. We
added an L1 regularization term based on the activity of the
innermost 128-node layer (this is just the sum of the activation
values of this layer) to force the network to learn sparse repre-
sentations, this term had a coefficient of 1 × 10−5 (we added
this per [65]; see [12] for the theoretical justification). Adjusting
this coefficient affects the representations the network learns, but
besides observing poor performance without regularization, we
have not explored this parameter in detail.

E. Training and Analysis

For our final results, we trained for 100 epochs on our 90 124
example images, using a batch size of 32.3 We used keras’
AdaGrad optimizer [17], with the default base learning rate,
epsilon and decay parameters (0.01, 1 × 10−7 , and 0, respec-
tively). On a typical run, the network’s initial average loss value
is ∼0.015, after ten epochs it reaches ∼0.007, and at the end
of training, its loss is ∼0.0045. After training, we computed
novelty ratings by loading each image, asking the network to
reconstruct it, and measuring the root-mean-squared error be-
tween the original and its reconstruction (this is the loss function
without the L1 regularization term). We then normalized these
values across the dataset, so that novelty ratings were between
0 and 1 (the values in Fig. 2 are not normalized). We also took
the 128 dimensions of the internal representation of each image
and recorded them as a feature vector for that image. We pruned
these representations by ignoring “monotonous” features for
which more than 97.5% of the data had identical output values.
At this stage, we found that the network always output zero for
82 of our 128 features (this is due to the L1 regularization term
which penalizes the sum of activations; the balance between
sparsity and learning regulates the number of active features
regardless of how many are available). Of the remaining 46 fea-
tures, we pruned 10 more due to monotony, this pruning affected

3Running on a laptop with an NVidia Georce GTX 950M graphics card, an
Intel Core i7-6700HQ processor (2.6 GHz), 16 GB of ram, and a 5400 r/min
HDD, training took 3–4 h. Although this method is time-consuming, it does not
require specialized hardware.

feature-space coordinates used for differential clustering but not
novelty values, which used the full feature set as built into the
network. The average monotony value of pruned features that
were not single-valued was 99.28%, meaning that on average
just 653 avatars affected by the pruning of each of the 10 extra
features pruned.

1) Statistical Analysis: We checked for relationships be-
tween our novelty metric and each of the following variables:
Country, competence (three boolean variables for the three lev-
els), log-transformed versions of the social variables (friends,
followers, following, posts, and yeahs), and twelve boolean vari-
ables for each of the eleven genres plusdid-not-list-any.
For each variable, we computed either a permutation test for
nonzero Pearson’s product-moment correlation [66] between
novelty and that variable, or for boolean variables, a Welch’s t-
test [67] for unequal mean novelty values between the true and
false cases (we used the pearsonr and ttest_ind func-
tions from scipy.stats version 0.19.1 to compute these
statistics). We performed a total of 21 separate tests against our
novelty value, each using the filtered dataset, for n = 90124.
After computing p values for each of our tests, we used the
Holm–Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons [68] to
ensure a family wide false positive rate of no more than 5%, and
found that 19 of our tests rejected the null hypothesis (of either
no relationship or indistinguishable means). The highest passing
p value was 0.01233, with a corresponding threshold of 0.01667,
the next test, with p = 0.08275, failed its threshold of 0.025.

Subsequent analysis of correlation strengths found that the
effects were general trends rather than strict relationships (e.g.,
Pearson’s r < 0.1), but this was expected: It would be surprising
to find that any of our social or genre variables was determinant
of a particular aspect of visual appearance, because people have
quite diverse visual tastes. Given that these were general trends,
we computed effect sizes in terms of property change per 0.1
change in novelty (10% of the normalized novelty scale) us-
ing linear regression, and found that most effects were quite
noticeable, especially those related to social variables.

F. Differential Clustering

After analyzing how novelty relates to other variables, we
focused on the low-novelty (bottom 10%) and high-novelty (top
10%) groups. In order to study regional4 trends within each
group, we searched for the avatars which were exemplars in
either the U.S. or Japan subsets. We used a novel differential
clustering technique to find these exemplars: We sorted each
group according to both distance from the nearest image from
the other region (Euclidean in feature space) and the number of
same-region images within that radius.

The former value, termed separation, measures how distinct
an image is from images from the other region, and maxima
should be found within region-specific groups, or else be outliers
in the dataset. The latter value, termed centrality, distinguishes

4We study trends at the regional level because the data are readily available.
As pointed out in, e.g., [69], this has its limitations, because these regions are
multicultural. What we find are prominent trends, not universal properties.
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Fig. 4. Image lineup for the novelty value. Columns include four random samples from a percentile plus a mean across 2500 random samples from that percentile
(the bottom row). Labels are the range of values represented within that percentile (top) and the total number of images in that percentile (bottom). Note how the
mean image becomes less distinct as novelty increases, showing how low-novelty Miis are highly similar to each other (and in fact, they are clustered near the
default feature settings). The blue halos in the mean images are the results of averaging a minority of overall brownish hair/accessory colors against a majority of
the magenta background color in the HSV color space (we did not implement circular averaging for hue).

these cases, where maxima are images which follow a regional
theme.

After sorting images separately in descending order by sepa-
ration and centrality, we used the sum of ranks in each ordering
(with ties broken arbitrarily) as an exemplar score, with lower
scores being better. After picking the best exemplar, we ex-
cluded all nearby images (those counted as part of the chosen
exemplar’s centrality score) from consideration before picking
the next one, so that each exemplar identified represented a dis-
tinct cluster. This iterative procedure identified clusters that were
unique to each group (in our case, each region), hence the term
“differential clustering.” We proceeded to display the top eight
exemplars from each category, as shown in Fig. 5. These ex-
emplars revealed visual aesthetics specific to each region, some
of which were distinguishable into the realistic, idealistic, and
creative categories of self-expression.

IV. RESULTS

Table I summarizes our statistical results (tests are for cor-
relation with novelty, or difference in novelty by condition for
boolean variables), including effect statistic and size where p
values are significant. The “Summary” column provides a con-
cise summary of our results, and the details of two relationships
are shown in Fig. 6. In the table, nonsignificant tests are marked
with a red dot before the p value. Effect statistic is either Pear-
son’s r for continuous variables or mean difference in novelty
between conditions (δμ ) for boolean variables. Because Pear-
son’s r does not measure effect size, the effect size column lists
linear regression coefficients of each variable against novelty,
in appropriate units. Effect sizes are reported for a change in
novelty of 0.1, which is 10% of the full range 0–1. Note that,
the linear changes in the logistic variables have a multiplicative
rather than an additive effect. Also note that the relationships

in some cases were not strictly linear, but the regression slope
gives a general indicator of magnitude.

Overall, the effect sizes are noticeable, especially when ex-
tended to the full range of novelty values (10× the listed effect),
despite the fact that our statistic values indicated general trends
rather than strict dependencies. For example, a person whose
avatar has a novelty value of 0.7 (quite novel) would on average
have almost twice as many friends as someone whose avatar has
a novelty value of 0.2 (not very novel). For the same pair, the
higher novelty user would be 7% more likely to list at least one
preferred genre, and 9% more likely to list role-playing games
as a preferred genre than the lower-novelty user.

Fig. 6 plots two relationships, including regression lines used
to calculate effect sizes. Although country code in Fig. 6 demon-
strates a clearly nonlinear relationship, most of our variables
produced graphs (not shown) more similar to the log-friends
graph indicating linear (albeit still noisy) trends across nov-
elty values. Summarizing Table I, we found that country code
had a nonlinear relationship with novelty, while the various
skill categories taken together indicate that increased novelty is
correlated with increased expertise. Likewise, the social vari-
ables indicated a significant relationship between novelty and
sociability (with substantial effect sizes) and novelty was also
correlated with an increase in genre preferences, with especially
strong relationships with the RPG and music genres, and an in-
verted relationship with the sports genre.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Customization and Sociability

The main result from our novelty analysis is a clear correla-
tion between novelty and sociability. The friend count, follower
count, following count, number of posts, and number of yeahs
are all positively correlated with novelty, and although these
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Fig. 5. Top eight low-novelty (top) and high-novelty (bottom) exemplars from the Japan (left) and U.S. (right) subsets. Numbers indicate centrality (number of
same-region Miis nearby) and separation (feature-space distance to the nearest different-region Mii).

are noisy effects, their effect sizes are substantial. Self-reported
expertise is also correlated with novelty, which points to a link
with engagement. These effects make sense if there is a correla-
tion between novelty and customization effort (and the grouping
of default Miis into the low end of the novelty spectrum means
that there is at least some relationship). Of course, this result is
confined to users with public profiles, since we do not have data
on the social networks or activity of private profiles.

Existing research shows that the avatar appearance and cus-
tomization are related to engagement in games [5], [26], and
[28], and in fact both the social interaction and appearance
customization are motivating factors for online play [70]. Addi-
tionally, the avatar appearance has been directly linked to social
activity and network size in nongame social networks [4], and
other studies suggest multiple possible links between social
network size and avatar customization, including simple peer
pressure [6]. There is even evidence specific to the Nintendo
Mii avatar system that users may prefer some associations over
others based on avatar appearance [71], and that expectations
about future interaction influence avatar creation [72]. In fact,
McLaughlin et al. [72] and Higgins et al. [42] report anecdotal
evidence that Mii creation can be seen as either a distraction
from or a central attraction of the Wii gaming experience (see
pages 7 and 192 of the respective studies).

All of this evidence points to multiple links between sociabil-
ity and avatar customization, and our findings corroborate this
(of course, the question of causation is unclear, and there may
in fact be multiple influences in both directions). The further
implication is that novelty as a metric does provide at least an
approximate measure of avatar customization.

B. Novelty Metric

For our technique to find trends in avatar customization, the
novelty metric must successfully capture important variation
within the dataset. Looking at the visualization in Fig. 4, we
are reassured that the novelty measure is able to distinguish

between a common core of avatars close to the default features
and a variety of other avatars ranging from relatively minor
modifications to distinctive and exaggerated faces. Furthermore,
the visualizations of individual output dimensions (not shown)
indicate that the learned features index meaningful concepts
such as shirt- or hair-color, such that the images difficult for the
network to reconstruct would likely also be judged as more novel
by humans (comparing our results with human judgements is a
critical piece of future work; there are also some rare, but direct,
counter-examples). The relationships between novelty, social
activity, and self-reported expertise also show that the metric
provides useful insight into our data.

Given the completely unsupervised nature of our novelty met-
ric, it can be used to rank any kind of image dataset, and does not
require manual labeling. We also expect that it can be extended
to other kinds of data by applying alternate network setups. The
main utility of our technique lies in its ability to foreground the
margins of a dataset. As demonstrated by our exemplar analysis,
the ability to analyze common and uncommon segments of the
dataset separately can reveal patterns that would be impossible
to detect when just examining central tendencies.

C. National Trends

Fig. 5 shows the top eight exemplars identified from the U.S.
and Japan subsets of the data within both the low-novelty and
high-novelty groups. What is immediately apparent from the
low-novelty images is a significant appearance trend which fol-
lows demographic divides. Of the eight top U.S. exemplars,
seven have blond(e) hair, a trait that is much more prevalent
in the United States than in Japan.5 Given that creating avatars
which reflect one’s real-life appearance is a common mode of

5Although representative data on hair color are difficult to come by, National
Longitudinal Study of Youth data from 1985 [73], [74] suggest that perhaps
10% of the population has blonde hair in the United States, while a recent
article from Japan notes that many high schools in Tokyo require parents to
certify their children’s hair color if it is not black [75], suggesting a much lower
prevalence.
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TABLE I
STATISTICAL RESULTS

Fig. 6. Two graphs showing relationships with novelty. The left graph shows the proportion of U.S. (versus Japanese) profiles, while the right graph shows the
logarithm of a profile’s friends count. The plots group the novelty axis into 50 equally sized bins, and the height of each point represents the proportion of U.S.
profiles (or average log-friends) within that bin, while the size of each point represents the number of items in that bin (dot areas are proportional to bin counts).
Most items fall approximately within the 0.1–0.4 range of novelty values. The colored lines are regression lines for the raw data (not the binned proportions
plotted), while the dotted gray lines show the overall proportion (or mean) of the full dataset. The right-hand graph includes the raw data in gray (with significant
overplotting).

self-expression [46], it is entirely unsurprising that demographic
differences should be apparent from our exemplars. The pres-
ence of other exemplars with features that differ between the
United States and Japan regions, such as brown skin, reinforces
this point.6

6Note that, the presence of brown-skinned Miis in the high-novelty U.S. group
exemplifies the machine learning tendency to amplify biases [76], [77]. Because
the brown-skinned Miis are rare and quite different from the default Mii in raw

Another interesting aspect of the low-novelty exemplars is
the presence of a blank-faced Mii (the 7th U.S. exemplar in the
top half of Fig. 5). This is one of the aforementioned counter-

pixels, the algorithm classifies them as more-novel than similar tan-skinned
Miis, even though both might be equivalently realistic self-representations. The
novelty metric is biased toward the predominant features of the population’s
self-representations, which are in turn biased by visual norms from other media
and selection bias in determining the population. Our technique is, thus, an
example of inequitable technology, similar to Kodak film from the middle of
the 20th century [78], and results should be interpreted with this in mind.
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examples to the link between novelty and customization: This
near-facelss Mii requires clever customization, but nonetheless
has a low-novelty score. The network is able to reconstruct this
face with little error not because it is common, but as a side effect
of optimizing for the full dataset. Although this example cuts
against the notion that novelty is linked to customization effort,
the number of such examples (probably less than a hundred) is
so small that our statistics are not significantly affected.

These anomalous exemplars are examples of creative self-
expression: They are not realistic, nor do they reference com-
mon themes, but they instead represent a kind of play within
the avatar-creation system. By inspecting more exemplars than
shown in Fig. 5, we have found that this particular idea appears
in both the regions, but its specifics differ by region. A simi-
larly creative example is the second high-novelty Japan-region
exemplar, which has an all-black face achieved using creatively
positioned sunglasses and eyebrows. Its presence as an exem-
plar with 130 neighbors (Japan-region Miis more-similar than
the most-similar U.S. Mii) indicates that this Mii is somehow
region-specific, hinting that the people creating similar Miis are
not simply coming up with the same idea independently. In-
deed, a little searching finds YouTube videos showing how to
create Miis like this, among videos found when searching for
“monster Mii” on YouTube, the video with mostly Japanese ti-
tle and which uses the Japanese 3DS interface [79] has more
than 380 000 views, while a similar video on the first page of
results with an English title and interface [80] has only about
32 000 views. This suggests one possible explanation for the
region-specific popularity of this Mii design: Language-specific
external media may help drive regional differences in aesthetics.

The final category of self-expression that we expect is the
idealistic self-expression, where avatars reference ideals and/or
paragons, which may be region-specific (see [49] for a discus-
sion of ideals and paragons). Looking at the Japan-region side of
the high-novelty exemplars, we can see one such trend centering
around cute-looking Miis, especially those with large eyes and
very small mouths and noses. Unlike the specific method for the
creation of a pure-black face by carefully positioning features
in unconventional ways, a “cute” aesthetic is more general, as
evidenced by the variety of Japan-region exemplars with a cute
appearance. Instead of being a meme with a single inventor,
the cute appearance of these Miis can be considered a kind of
regional aesthetic, possibly driven by Japanese media, such as
manga and anime. This aesthetic, known as “���” (“kawaii,”
which translates literally as “cute”) has been identified by other
researchers (e.g., [81] and [82]) as an enduring theme within the
Japanese popular culture, so finding it among the Japan-region
exemplars is unsurprising.

D. Exemplar Analysis

The larger takeaway from our exemplar analysis is that avatar
images alone contain rich information about the specific con-
texts of their creation. The region-specific trends in the realistic,
idealistic, and creative self-expression that appear among exem-
plars show the promise of this differential clustering technique

for analyzing group-specific aesthetics. Separating the Miis by
novelty values was also an important first step, as the exem-
plars reveal different kinds of self-expression between the low-
and high-novelty groups. Our technique is able to identify the
most salient divergent images even in datasets that have a lot
of overlap, and those reveal important trends among the groups
being analyzed. Because of this, it should be generally useful
in analyzing data with known class where the classes are not
separable into clusters, and as it works at the feature level, it
can potentially be applied to other kinds of data where a feature
space can be established.

VI. CONCLUSION

When approaching a dataset containing hundreds of thou-
sands of images, analysis of the raw data is infeasible for huma-
ns. We have developed an analysis approach which uses a deep
neural network for novelty discovery and to produce a sparse en-
coding for the data. Using this method, we found links between
expertise, sociability, and novelty, these can be explained by the
existing literature if novelty is seen as a proxy for the player’s
customization effort. Miis similar to the default are grouped
together on the low novelty end of the spectrum, while Miis
with exaggerated and creatively placed features are mostly as-
signed high-novelty values. This novelty dimension can be used
to separate low- and high-novelty groups for further analysis.

To find trends in self-expression by region, we proceeded to
apply a differential clustering technique to find exemplars from
the low- and high-novelty groups, and these exemplars included
examples of three key modes of self-expression. The realistic
self-expression echoed demographic differences between coun-
tries, especially in the low-novelty group. At the same time, the
idealistic self-expression was identifiable in the high-novelty ex-
emplars, with cute Miis from the Japan region being a specific
example. Finally, some Miis were the result of individual cre-
ativity, but showed up as exemplars because of region-specific
propagation (e.g., via language-specific YouTube videos).

As an unsupervised machine learning technique, novelty anal-
ysis is generalizable to other datasets, and our method for iden-
tifying exemplars can likewise be applied to any feature space,
such as those that result from latent semantic analysis. These
tools, like any machine learning technique, must be used care-
fully because they tend to amplify and disguise the biases that
manifest in their input data (see footnote 6). However, they
can help to organize and understand otherwise unwieldy image
datasets, especially when central tendencies trend toward an un-
informative default, or when multiple classes of interest overlap
to the point where standard clustering techniques break down.

Ultimately, the combination of novelty segmentation and dif-
ferential clustering was able to successfully reveal distinct us-
age patterns associated with the different regions in our dataset.
Our analysis of the results revealed ways in which the realis-
tic, idealistic, and creative self-expression manifest differently
in different regions. Accordingly, system designers need to be
aware of design principles that support and empower diverse
communities in digital self-expression.
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